
World 1 Stage 1: A stone’s throw 
 
Level Abstract 
Concept Try to find the perfect angle to shoot moving objects that will 

ultimately hit on Hunter on the other end 
Environment Forest  
Beginning Forest 
Ending Forest 
Goal Gralch to escape from Hunter 
Challenge Many traps set by Hunter along the way 
Reward Closer to getting out of the forest 
Failure Gralch is captured by Hunter 
 
Encounters 
Traps A point that will trigger a trap at Gralch’s position if it is hit 
Obstacles There are other friendly animals roaming around in the forest, 

so Gralch has to avoid hitting his friends while trying to defeat 
Hunter on the other end 

Enemies More than one Hunter to defeat. 
Hunter will also start to pace left and right and/or approaching 
Gralch. 

Bosses On the last level of a stage, Gralch has to defeat Hunter 
equivalent to a Boss. The movement of Boss is unpredictable as 
compared to other enemies and the speed of movement is faster 

 
AI Considerations 
Start Point All characters start in their idle position 

Rock on the vine swings in pendulum 
Movement and Stimuli Gralch: 

1. Idle action when stationary 
2. Taking aim expression 
3. Throwing rock  
4. Victory expression 
5. Nervous expression when time limit is nearing 
6. Captured expression when time limit is up 
 
Hunters: 
1. Pacing right to left 
2. Kneeling to hide and take aim 
3. Hit expression when the rock lands on the Hunter 
4. Shooting when the time limit is up 
 
Bunnies appear from the right of the screen and hops 
towards the left. In levels 7, 8, 9, 10, bunnies hop until 
the far most boundary and change direction. All 
angles of hop are consistent at 45 degrees. Bunnies 
changes expression upon being hit 
 
Kingfishers fly across the screen from either 
directions at an upwards angle (always from bottom 
of screen upwards at an angle of approximately 35 
degrees). Kingfishers changes expression upon being 



hit 
 

Detection Range Detection range for the rock to hit the Hunter is 
currently standardized across all levels 

Trigger conditions At the end of the time limit, the Hunter proceeds to 
shoot/capture Gralch. 
 
When Hunter/Bunny/Kingfisher is hit, their 
expression changes 

 
Cell Diagrams  

 
Level 1 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who stays 

stationary, when vine is cut. 
 
 

 
Level 2 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who is pacing left 

and right, when vine is cut. 
 



 
Level 3 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who stays 

stationary.  
But occasionally, bunnies will hop out from the right of the 
screen and rock cannot hit the bunnies 

 

 
Level 4 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who is pacing 

left and right, when vine is cut.  
But more bunnies will hop out from the right of the screen and 
rock cannot hit the bunnies 
Speed of pendulum swinging is also slower 

 

 
Level 5 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who is 

approaching Gralch, when vine is cut. 
Bunnies will be hopping around and they must be avoided. 
Pendulum is off-centered, which will affect the position of it 



falling 
Speed of pendulum swinging is also slower 

 

 
Level 6 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who stays 

stationary and consequently hit another Hunter, who is pacing 
left and right, when vine is cut. 
Bunnies will be hopping around and they must be avoided. 
Pendulum is off-centered, which will affect the position of it 
falling 
Speed of pendulum swinging is very fast. 

  



 
Level 7 Player waits for a time where rock will hit Hunter, who is stays 

stationary. 
Because Hunters are on a raised platform, the rock when 
released could roll downhill. 
Bunnies will be hopping on the ground, and a rolling rock will 
kill them. 

 

 
Level 8 Player waits for a time where rock will hit 2 Hunters 

Because Hunters are on a raised platform, the rock when 
released could either roll downhill or hit the second hunter. 
Bunnies will be hopping on the ground, and a rolling rock will 
kill them. There are also Kingfishers flying around in the sky, 
which Gralch cannot hit 

  



 

 
Level 9 Player waits for a time where rock will hit 2 Hunters, one pacing 

left and right, the other who decides to approach Gralch after 
some time. 
Because Hunters are on a raised platform, the rock when 
released will roll downhill and hit the second hunter. 
Bunnies will be hopping on the ground, and a rolling rock will kill 
them. There are also Kingfishers flying around in the sky, which 
Gralch cannot hit.  
The difficulty here is that because second Hunter is continuously 
moving forward, the rock has to roll down the hill just enough to 
hit Hunter and stop before other animals are harmed.  

 

 
Level 10 Gralch is standing on a trap that has been set by the Hunter secretly.  

There is a sweet spot that when hit, will trigger the trap to lock down 
Gralch.  
Player waits for a time where rock will hit 2 Hunters, one pacing left 
and right, the other who decides to approach Gralch after some time. 
Because Hunters are on a raised platform, the rock when released 
could either roll downhill or hit the second hunter. 
This time, the rock has to roll down the hill just enough to hit Hunter 
and stop before it hits the sweet spot of the trap. 
Hopping bunnies must be avoided being hit  

 



 
Level 11 Gralch is standing on 2 different traps that have been set by the 

Hunter secretly. So there are 2 sweet spot must be avoided being 
hit.  
Hitting the sweet spot will trigger trap and lock down Gralch.  
Player waits for a time where rock will hit 2 Hunters, who stay 
stationary on the hill and the other pacing left and right down 
the hill. 
Because Hunters are on a raised platform, the rock when 
released must roll downhill and hit the second hunter.  
Either way, rock cannot hit the sweet spots of traps. 
At the same time, hopping bunnies must be avoided being hit. 

 

 
Level 12 Boss approaches Gralch directly 

At every bush, Boss squats down and lay still for a short duration 
of time 
Before Boss moves to the next bush, the bushes will shake to 
indicate movement 
Bunnies will randomly appear each time a bush starts to shake 
After Boss exits from the second bush, he moves quickly to 
capture Gralch 
There are only two chances to hit Boss when he moves between 
the bushes. Boss cannot be hit when he is hiding in the bushes. 
The pendulum speed is fast which makes aiming difficult 

 
 
 


